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A global product and platform business 
that provides innovative digital solutions 
for the media, publishing, brand agency, 

broadcasting and sports industries



DIGITAL
SERVICES
The products and platforms in Publisher’s 
Toolbox provide innovative solutions 
to any organisation with a focus on the 
commercialisation of digital content.

Publisher’s Toolbox does not need to be 
positioned as a complete re-platforming.  
Its value proposition is that each product  
can exist independently of the other.

Our team of passionate designers, 
developers and operational implementors 
of this unique suite of publishing products 
are proud to have established a digital 
transformation roadmap though our 
partnerships with large media, retail  
and broadcasting groups.

We hope you enjoy discovering more 
about Publisher’s Toolbox for the digital 
world, and are encouraged to think more 
simply when it comes to defining your 
digital content strategy. 
    

Its value proposition is 
that each product can exist 
independently of the other



Send secure digital 
packages to multiple 

destinations

Store, control and 
manage digital assets

Create a multimedia 
mobile app community

Publish, distribute and 
monetise digital content

Improve page load, 
image rendering and 

video streaming

Powerful image and video 
analysis and delivery

Create interactive 
augmented reality 

experiences

A UNIQUE SET OF DIGITAL PRODUCTS

PROUD TO HAVE PARTNERED WITH ...



CAPTURE THE
MOMENT
AND SHARE.
ANYTIME. 
ANYWHERE.



SEND MEDIA 
QUICKLY AND 
SECURELY
MojoReporter aims to simplify, standardise 
and provide an engaging and collaborative 
experience for mobile storytellers wanting 
to share their digital collection of videos, 
photos, audio and GPS locations with friends, 
colleagues and media teams.

Our FREELANCE version allows anyone to
capture and share the moment with their 
communities, while the TEAM EDITION 
allows you to publish to your private and 
closed Team MojoReporter dashboard.

- MOJO packages posted by the community or  
  team can be followed within the app

- Multiple compression options for varying media 
  types, to ensure you get media to studio or    
  colleagues quickly

- Users can back-up their packages in Google    
  Drive or on the MOJO dashboard

- All videos are transcoded into multiple formats for 
  post-production streaming and/or download



MOJO WEB 
DASHBOARD

AUTOMATIC VIDEO 
TRANSCODING

ANDROID AND APPLE 
MOBILE APPS

ADAPTIVE BITSTREAM 
PLAYER

PUSH
NOTIFICATIONS

CLOUD
HOSTED

SECURE USER 
MANAGEMENT

MULTIPLE RESOLUTION 
VIDEO DOWNLOAD

MOJOREPORTER
FEATURES

INTRODUCING
PT STORYBOARD!
Tell stories like never before with PT Storyboard, 
an innovative plugin that allows you to organise 
your videos and images in a rolling media 
stream and publish to your website or
favourite social media channels. 

PT Storyboard is a powerful tool for content 
creators who want to engage with their 
community in new and exciting ways by  
giving your digital news stories or social 
channels a multimedia boost.

SHARE - Generates URL for easy sharing on 
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, LinkedIn or 
via Email. Embed PT Storyboard into your 
WordPress website to bring stories alive
CUSTOMISE - Brand your storyboard with your 
company logo and customise look and feel
MONETISE - Supports Google Ads and custom 
advertising services



MojoReporter TEAM EDITION best suits a media group 
or publishing house with a team of mobile journalists. 
We will set up and brand your own closed and secure 
MojoReporter TEAM EDITION platform.

It’s a great way to keep all the media captured by your 
MOJO team in a secure app and web environment for 
further distribution or retrieval.

The TEAM EDITION establishes a private MOJO 
community for safe and private reporting before 
being published to the world.

MOJOREPORTER
TEAM EDITION

DISTRIBUTION Standardisation - 
eliminate the myriad file transfer
mechanisms such as FTP, Email, 
WhatsApp or Dropbox

REPORTING on Activity - follow
MOJO team member activity

REUSE - search, find and reuse 
MOJO submitted media

SECURITY - all MOJO media on device, 
in transit and stored in cloud is protected
and only accessible by authorised users

TRANSCODING - automatic transcoding
of raw device captured video, to be
downloaded or streamed via embedded,
adaptive bitstream player

TEAM EDITION
FEATURES
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Our team has built single-title, multi-title 
continuous and edition-based news and 
magazines apps and websites that have 
compared globally.

We have built a number of custom apps for 
large- and medium-sizes media groups, and 
therefore have a solid product offering that  
is sustainable for our customers.

Publisher’s Toolbox has been building 
custom mobile apps (iOS and Android) and 
content websites for leading publishing 
groups since 2010, including the Telegraph 
Media Group, Media24, Sunday Business 
Post, Independent Media Group, Africa 
News Agency and Conde Nast.



WORDPRESS PWA PLUGIN
Publisher’s Toolbox PWA is a web app that provides a host of benefits 

for your mobile WordPress site:

Superior app-like user 
experience

Multiple mobile app  
themes and display 
configurations

Supported on iOS and Android 
smartphones and tablets

Compatible with Safari, 
Google Chrome and Android 
- Native Browser

RADICALLY IMPROVE MOBILE 
WEB PERFORMANCE, 
USER EXPERIENCE AND 
MONETISATION



PREMIUM PWA SOLUTION
For large mobile sites with more than 300 000 page views per month,  

our Premium PWA features:

A content delivery network (CDN) to 
cater for high traffic volumes

Configurable ad units – insert your own 
Ad Manager tags into the supercharged 
mobile version of your website

Push notifications to
drive engagement

Compatibility with any
content management  
system

With the WebSuite plugins, 
publishers can consolidate and 
centrally manage and share 
digital assets and web content 
securely and effectively

WebSuite is a combination of plugins, API 

services and cloud hosting infrastructure 

tailored for WordPress. Get the tools to 

manage your WordPress environment  

through optimised, scalable design while 

improving site performance, page load,  

image rendering, video streaming, search 

results, content sharing and more.

PWA solutions have incredible benefits, 

making it easy to delight your users, grow 

engagement and increase conversations. 

Using Google Tag Manager, analytics behave 

as expected when online. However, offline 

behaviour can make reporting analytics, page 

views, actual session data and page tracks, less 

accurate. Unreliable networks can also cause an 

increase in bounce rate as the analytics session 

ID gets lost. To get around these issues we have 

implemented offline tracking.

PROGRESSIVE WEB APP 
SOLUTIONS (PWA) 

PWA TECHNOLOGY





WHAT CAN 
AUGMENTA
DO FOR YOU?
Augmenta gives print and online campaigns 
a digital boost, connects manufacturers and 
retailers, and allows shoppers and readers  
a digitally enhanced experience.

With Augmenta, you can create your own 
interactive augmented reality experiences, 
with no code or technical know-how required. 
You’ll be up and running in no time – we’ve 
got everything you need to ensure your 
project is a success.

Take your brand and the reader far beyond 
the boundaries on your pages.

Upload images of adverts, magazine covers, 
packaging material and more to create your 
augmented reality experience in minutes.

BRING PRINT 
ALIVE 

Imagine being able to get paying customers 
from the pages of a magazine!

When scanning an image, redirect users to 
an e-commerce portal to drive a purchase, 
bridging the gap between print and digital.

ENHANCE 
E-COMMERCE 





WHAT IS BIBLIODAM?

BiblioDAM is a powerful cloud search media library that allows for the centralised storage, 
control and management of digital assets. It provides a facility to reuse, reference and 
clone articles. Digital assets can be referenced from multiple websites or apps and 
maintain a single instance of storage.

BiblioDAM can be tightly integrated into a CMS platform of choice, similar to how it has 
been used with Baobab Editorial and WordPress Dashboards for related articles and  
clone article capability.



T H E   E N T E R P R I S E - G R A D E

PUBLISHING
P L A T F O R M



WHAT IS
BAOBABSUITE?
BaobabSuite is a digital platform which enables 
publishing, distribution and monetisation of digital 
content across multiple channels. Its “Mobile Backend 
As A Service” architecture and open APIs provide 
efficient and scalable management of content and 
subscribers giving publishers the flexibility required 
to support their transition towards digital-driven 
business models.

Designed and developed by technologists and 
publishers, BaobabSuite has been successfully 
deployed within a number of leading media 
organisations, including the Telegraph Media  
Group (UK) and Independent, one of Africa’s  
largest print and newspaper groups. It has also 
recently been customised and deployed to meet 
the rigorous requirements of Africa’s first news 
syndication service, African News Agency.
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Imigino was born out of the need to have access to a single API service layer that can aggregate 
and merge the most powerful video and image analysis services offered by Google and 
Amazon. Our team has also reviewed and analysed a number of the monetisable, adaptive 
bitstream video players and decided that there should be zero lock-in to a single player and 
their respective video archive facility. Our video API service is light and flexible when it comes  
to changing players, or branding and customising a video experience for a viewer.

REDUCE PAGE DOWNLOAD  
SIZE AND BOOST SEO RANKING



Independent Media is one of South 
Africa’s publishing giants, with a long  
and storied history dating back over  

100 years. In 1857 the Argus Publishing 
Group, as it was then known, launched  
the country’s first afternoon daily, the  
Cape Argus. The Cape Times followed  
just under two decades later, while The 
Mercury, Daily News, Weekend Argus  
and Pretoria News ensured the group’s 
growing influence and reach. 

But like traditional newspaper publishers 
the world over, the advent of new digital 
technologies, like the smartphone and 
tablet, meant that media consumption 
patterns were changing irrevocably. After 
a century in operation, Independent had 
to tear up the script, with old printcentric 
business models no longer able to stand  
up to a tidal wave of industry change.

Our partnership with Independent News 
Media began in 2014. At the time, the  
media group produced over 32 printed 
national, regional and community 
newspaper titles, but had only one  
news website in operation.

Their digital landscape could be summarised 
as follows: 

•   no digital publishing process

•   no digital products

•   no digital subscriptions

•   no digital title specific apps or websites

•   no centralised digital storage facility

•   no centralised analytics

•   no digital customer database

Afrozaar’s product team approached 
the group and proposed a collaborative 
partnership that would future-proof the 
business. We believed we could transform 
the traditional newspaper publisher into a 
globally positioned digital-first media group.

OUR STRATEGY
CLOUD ARCHITECTURE

Our first challenge was to migrate the Atex 
Prestige Print Editorial platform from local 
servers to Amazon Cloud: AWS – a task 
which had never been done before. Acacia 
Cloud Solutions, a former subsidiary within 
the Afrozaar group, successfully executed 
cloud setup, configuration and optimisation.

CONTENT REDISTRIBUTION AND DIGITAL 
FIRST CMS

We needed to give the group’s traditional 
publications an opportunity to establish 
their brands digitally. ‘Migrating 
Independent’s platforms had to be handled 
with absolute care. We were dealing with 
newspaper brands that are over a century 
old and had never missed a print run,’ says 
Afrozaar CEO Richard Cheary. We were able 
to repackage print content within Baobab 
Suite and auto publish to a branded app  
and web platform, with minimal impact  
on people and processes.

MOBILE APPS

By choosing to use the Mobile App Suite, 
we provided the group with a massive 
advantage in the market, as new mobile 
title apps could be deployed within a week, 
which rapidly expanded the group’s mobile 
distribution and reach. We developed 
mobile apps that had a digital newsstand 
facility, allowing each print brand to be 
represented and ensuring editions were 
digitally available for download.

INDEPENDENT NEWS & MEDIA’S 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

#CASESTUDY



WEB PLATFORM

As a team, we decided the group’s 
newspaper titles couldn’t wait until the 
fully fledged group wide web framework 
was ready, so we offered a more nimble 
solution. We fulfilled the role of content API 
provider to a third party web development 
team, who designed and built Baobab 
WebSuite – a custom web platform. This 
allowed for a collection of WordPress 
sites to be made secure while meeting the 
standard for a large enterprise media group. 

MONETISATION

In order for the group to monetise their 
new digital content, we implemented 
Google DFP and managed all AdOps tagging 
across all websites and mobile apps from 
within Baobab Suite. The team was able 
to implement adverts across mobile app 

navigations, web display adverts and pre-roll 
video adverts within customised branded 
media streaming players.

AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)

We needed to be sure we didn’t cannibalise 
the print advertising of such a large group. 
We implemented an in-app AR module 
that would enrich the print version of 
newspapers, especially print adverts. It 
brings print adverts to life, allowing the 
audience to unlock additional value with 
a simple scan. Our implementation of AR, 
Augmenta, is now at the heart of the group’s 
print advertising commercial upsell strategy.

MOBILE JOURNALISM

Our mobile file-sharing app, MojoReporter, 
is now rolled out across all editorial teams, 
and has been made available as a mobile 
app plugin, allowing citizen reporters to 
contribute breaking news. Mobile journalists 
can now capture video and audio recordings 
quicker, faster and more safely using 
the MojoReporter platform, which gets 
compressed on demand, transferred to  
a central studio for further processing  
and immediate publishing across all  
digital properties and titles.

THE OUTCOME
After a four-year journey we were able 
to establish a sustainable digital content 
ecosystem. Over 800 editorial staff across 
four regional offices rely on our systems’ 
ability to interoperate and provide the tools 
they need to do their job, by ensuring easy 
access to all digital assets. “The quality of 
Afrozaar’s delivery into Independent was 
done extremely well,” said Independent 
News Media’s chief digital officer Anthony 
Robinson. “We now have the foundation 
to scale our product and service offering 
across web and mobile.” 

In helping Independent Newspapers 
transform from a print-centric publisher 
into a digital-first media group we shaped 
the suite of products now known as the 
Publisher’s Toolbox. Along the way we 
defined the roadmap to a sustainable  
future for traditional print publishers.

‘We now have the foundation  
to scale our product and service 
offering across web and mobile’ 
– Independent Newspapers CDO 
Anthony Robinson
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